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KINEMATICS:
“Kinematics is the branch of Physics in which we study different objects in the state of motion 

without being concerned about the agent or force behind this motion”.

REST:
“If something does not change its position with respect to its surrounding then it is said to be in 

the state of rest”.

Example:
(i) A book lying on the table.
(ii) A chair resting on the floor.

MOTION:
“If anything changes its position with respect to its surroundings then it is in the state of 

motion”.

Example:
(i) Motion of a car on a road.
(ii) A train running on track.

TYPES OF MOTION:

Basically there are three types of Motion.

1) Translational motion or Linear motion.
2) Rotatory or circular motion.
3) Vibratory or Oscillatory motion.

1) TRANSLATIONAL OR LINEAR MOTION:
“Motion of a body through a Straight path is called Linear or translational motion”.

OR
“Such motion a body in which all of its particles cover equal amount of distance, is 

called translational or linear motion”.

Example: Motion of a car on a Straight road.

2) ROTATORY MOTION:
“Motion confined in a circle or motion of a body around a fixed point or axis is known 

as rotatory motion.”

Example: Motion of Wheel of a bicycle.

3) VIBRATORY OR OSCILLATORY MOTION:
“To and fro motion of a body about a fixed point (mean position) executed with regular 

intervals of time is known as Vibratory motion.”

Example: Motion of a Simple Pendulum.

DISTANCE:
“Distance may be defined as the measure of the difference in positions of two points.”

In M.K.S system distance is measured in metre.
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DISPLACEMENT:
“The least distance between two points is called displacement.”

OR
“Displacement may be defined as the distance in a specific direction.”

Unit: The units of displacement in M.K.S system is metre (m).

SPEED

“Distance covered in unit time is called speed.”

Speed = Distance Covered
       time taken

Unit: In M.K.S system the unit of speed is metre/second. (m/sec)

(i) UNIFORM SPEED:
“If a body covers equal distances in equal intervals of time then its speed is said to be 

uniform.”

(ii) VARIABLE SPEED:
“If a body does not cover equal distances in equal intervals of time then its speed is 

variable.”

(iii) AVERAGE SPEED:
“The ratio of total distance covered by a body and total time taken is called average 

speed.”

Average Speed = Total distance covered
         Total time taken

VELOCITY

“Velocity is defined as the displacement covered in unit time.”

Velocity = Displacement Covered
  Time taken 

V = S .

         t

Unit: In M.K.S system the unit of velocity is metre/second. (m/s)

(i) UNIFORM VELOCITY:
“If something covers equal displacement in equal intervals of time then its velocity is 

said to be uniform.”

(ii) VARIABLE VELOCITY:
“If a body does not cover equal displacement in equal intervals of time then its velocity 

is variable.”

(iii) AVERAGE SPEED:
“It may be defined as the average displacement covered in unit time”

OR
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“The ratio of total displacement covered and total time taken is called average 
velocity.”

Average Velocity= Total displacement covered
               Total time taken

ACCELERATION

“Rate of change of velocity is known as acceleration.”

Mathematically:
Acceleration = Change in velocity

      Time taken
or

a = ΔV
       t

(i) UNIFORM ACCELERATION:
“If velocity of a body changes with a constant rate then its acceleration is said to be 

uniform.”

(ii) VARIABLE ACCELERATION:
“If rate of change of velocity is not constant then acceleration is said to be variable.”

(iii) POSITIVE ACCELERATION:
“When velocity of a moving object increases then it acceleration is called positive.”
The direction of positive acceleration is always towards the motion of body.

(iv) NEGATIVE ACCELERATION:
“Negative acceleration is produced when velocity of a moving object decreases.”

Negative acceleration is also known as deacceleration on or retardation and its direction 
is always opposite to the direction of motion of body.”

EQUATION OF MOTION

FIRST EQUATION OF MOTION:
“Consider a body which begins to move with an initial velocity ‘Vi’ and acceleration ‘a’. After 

‘t’ its final velocity becomes ‘Vf’.
Therefore according to the definition of acceleration.

Acceleration = Change in Velocity
       Time taken

a = ΔV
        t

or a = Vf - Vi ΔV = Vf - Vi

           t

or at = Vf - Vi

or Vf = Vi + at
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SECOND EQUATION OF MOTION:
Suppose a body starts to move with an initial velocity ‘Vi’ and acceleration ‘a’. After time ‘t’ it 

covers a distance ‘S’.

Therefore,
we know that

Average Velocity = Displacement
  Time

or Vavg. = S .

t

or S = Vavg. x t  (A)

we also know that
Average Velocity = Final Velocity + Initial Velocity

        2
or Vavg. = Vf + Vi

    2
Putting this value in Equation (A)

S = Vf + Vi  x t      (B)
           2

we also know that
Vf = Vi + at

Putting the value of ‘Vf’ in Equation (B)

S = Vi + at + Vi  x t
              2

=> S = 2Vi + at x t
              2

=> S = 2Vit + at2

             2

=> S = 2Vit + at2

         2       2

or S = Vit + 1 at2

   2

THIRD EQUATION OF MOTION:
Suppose an object begins to move with an initial velocity and acceleration and after covering a 

distance its velocity becomes
Therefore,

we know that,
Average Velocity = Displacement

  Time
or Vavg. = S .

t
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or S = Vavg. x t  (A)
we also know that

Average Velocity = Final Velocity + Initial Velocity
        2

or Vavg. = Vf + Vi

    2

Putting this value in Equation (A)

S = Vf + Vi  x t      (B)
           2

According to first Equation of Motion

Vf = Vi + at

at = Vf - Vi

or t = Vf - Vi

          a

Putting this value in Equation (B)

S = Vf + Vi x Vf + Vi

           2    a

S = (Vf + Vi) (Vf + Vi)
                   2a

S = Vf
2 – Vi

2 : (a + b)(a – B) = a2 – b2

2a

or 2aS = Vf
2 – Vi

2

MOTION UNDER GRAVITY:
When a body falls freely towards the centre of earth or is thrown upward then it experiences a 

constant acceleration which is known as ‘Gravitational Acceleration’. It is denoted by ‘g’ and its 
average value is 9.8 m/s2.

For a body moving under gravity the equations of motion may be used by replacing ‘a’ with 
‘g’ and ‘S’ with ‘H’ (height).
i.e.

(i) Vf = Vi + at

(ii) H = Vit + 1 gt2

         2
(iii) 2gH = Vf

2 – Vi
2
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

SPEED VELOCITY
(a) Distance covered in Unit time is 

called speed.

(b) Speed is a scalar quantity.

(c) Its formula is
Speed = Distance

              Time

Velocity is defined as displacement 
covered in unit time.

Velocity is a vector quantity.

Its formula is 
Velocity = Displacement

                Time

DISTANCE DISPLACEMENT
(a) The measure of difference in 

positions of two points is called 
distance.

(b) It is a Scalar quantity.

(c) It is not in a specific direction.

The least distance between two points is 
called displacement. 

It is a vector quantity.

Displacement always has a specific 
direction.

UNIFORM VELOCITY VARIABLE VELOCITY
(a) If equal displacements are 

covered in equal intervals of 
time then velocity is uniform.

(b) There is no acceleration in 
uniform velocity.

(c) Velocity remains constant in this 
case.

If unequal displacements are covered in 
equal intervals of time then velocity is 
variable.

Acceleration is produced in variable 
velocity.

Velocity does not remain constant in 
this case.
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CHAPTER # 05

FORCE & MOTION
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FORCE:
“Force is that agent which moves or tends to move a stationary body or it stops or tends to stop 

a moving body.”
In other words force is that agent which tends to change the state of a body.

Unit: S.I unit of force is Newton (N).

FIRST LAW OF MOTION

Statement:
It states that “A body at rest will remain in rest unless an unbalanced external force acts upon it 

or a body in motion will remain in the state of motion unless an unbalanced external force acts upon 
it.”

From first law of motion we extract two very important results.
(i) Force is that agent which tends to change the state of rest or motion of a body.

(ii) Law of Inertia:
“Inertia of a body is the property of the body by virtue of which it resists against the 

change in its state.”

SECOND LAW OF MOTION

Statement:
According to second law of motion “Acceleration produced in a body is in the direction of the 

force acting on the body. This acceleration is directly proportional to the force applied and inversely 
proportional to the mass of the body.”

Mathematically:

Acceleration α Force

or a α F

and Acceleration α 1 .

m
or a α 1 .

      m

Combining these factors,

a α F. 1 .

          m

or a α F .

      m

or a = (Constant) F .

m

a = K. F .

            m

Where ‘K’ is the constant of proportionality and in M.K.S system its value is 1.
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a = 1. F .

           m

or a = F .

       m

or F = ma

It is the mathematical form of this law.
Here Unit of force is 

F = ma

F = kg . m/s2

And kg. m/s2 = Newton (N)

Unit: The S.I unit of force is Newton (N).

THIRD LAW OF MOTION

Statement:
According to third law of motion “Every action has a reaction, equal in magnitude and 

opposite in direction.”

Example:
(i) Motion of horse Cart
(ii) Our movement on the earth
(iii) Rocket’s flight

MASS:
“Quantity of matter contained in a body is called its mass.”

Unit: Its S.I unit is kilogram (kg).

WEIGHT:
“The force by virtue of which the earth attracts something towards its centre, is called its 

weight.”

Unit: The unit of weight in S.I units is Newton (N).

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

MASS WEIGHT
(a) Quantity of matter present in a 

body is known as its mass.

(b) Mass is measured by physical 
balance.

(c) Mass =      Force     => m = F
                       Acceleration             a

Weight is the force by virtue of which 
the earth attracts something towards its 
centre.
Weight is measured by spring balance.

Weight = Mass x gravitational 
Acceleration
W = mg
Weight may be different at different 
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(d) Mass is always constant 
everywhere.

(e) Mass is a scalar quantity.

places.

Weight is a vector quantity.

MOMENTUM:
“Momentum is the quantity of motion in a body or mathematically it may defined as the 

product of mass and velocity of a body.”

i.e. Momentum = Mass x Velocity

or P = m x V

Momentum is a vector quantity and its S.I units is kg. m/s or N.S (Newton . Second).

LAW OF CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM:
According to law of conversion of momentum “the total momentum of an isolated system of 

bodies is always constant.”

Explanation:
Suppose in an isolated system two bodies of masses ‘m1’ & ‘m2’ are moving with initial 

velocities ‘U1’ & ‘U2’ respectively in a straight line towards each other. After collision their velocities 
become ‘V1’ & ‘V2’ respectively therefore according to the law of conservation of momentum,

m1 m2

m1 m2

m1 m2

V1 V2

U1 U2

Total Momentum Before Collision = Total Momentum After Collision

m1U1 + m2U2 = m1V1 + m2V2

FRICTION:
When a body slides over a surface then it experience a force which opposes its motion. This 

force between two surfaces in contact is called force of friction.”
Friction depends on the following factors:

 Normal Reaction of the body
 Nature of the surface

Force of friction increases as the normal reaction increases.
It also increases as the roughness of surface increases.

LIMITING FRICTION:
“The maximum static force of friction between two surfaces is known as the limiting friction.”
When we talk about friction, we usually mean maximum static friction or limiting friction. 

Mathematically this force of friction is directly proportional to the normal reaction of the surface. i.e.
F α R

or F = μR
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Where ‘μ’ is known as coefficient of friction. It is purely a unitless number and its value is 
different for surface of different nature.

Since R = W

F = μW

F = μmg :W = mg

ROLLING FRICTION:
“When one body rolls over another surface then the friction between then is known a rolling 

friction. Rolling friction is less than ordinary sliding friction.”

ADVANTAGES OF FRICTION:
(a) Due to friction we are able to walk over the surface of earth.
(b) Friction between types & road stops a moving Vehicle.
(c) Because of friction we may bind something with a rope etc.
(d) Friction between our joints helps us to stand.

DISADVANTAGES OF FRICTION:
(a) Due to friction energy is lost in the form of heat.
(b) Because of friction parts of machines are damaged.
(c) Due to friction lubrication is needed in machines.
(d) Because of friction bodies lose their original shape.

METHODS TO REDUCE FRICTION:
(a) Lubrication is used to minimize friction between different parts of machine.
(b) Shapes of front sides of vehicles are designed in such a way that air friction may reduce to a 

minimum level.
(c) Bearing are used to convert sliding friction into rolling friction in various parts of machines.
(d) A thin layer of lubricating material is used in machines where sliding friction is unavoidable.
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CHAPTER # 06

STATICS
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RESULTANT OF TWO FORCES:
Resultant of two forces is a single force which gives the combined effect of two forces.

Resultant of Two Forces Acting at an Angle:
If two forces act making an angle with each other then their resultant is measured through 

parallelogram law according to which if two forces represent the adjacent sides of a parallelogram 
then the diagonal of the parallelogram should represent the resultant of two force.

F1

F2

R = F1 + F2

F1

F2

EQUILIBRIUM:
If a body does not have any kind of acceleration or if combined effect of forces acting on a 

body does not change its uniform velocity or angular velocity then it is said to be in the state of 
equilibrium.

Equilibrium may be classified as
1. Static Equilibrium
2. Dynamic Equilibrium.

1. STATIC EQUILIBRIUM:
“If a body in equilibrium is at the state of rest then its equilibrium is called static 

equilibrium.”

Example:
(i) A person resting on a chair.
(ii) A book lying on a table.

2. DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM:
“When a body moves with a uniform velocity then its equilibrium is said to be 
dynamic.”

Example:
(i) A paratrooper coming down with uniform velocity.
(ii) A car moving with uniform velocity.

TORQUE OR MOMENT OF FORCE:
The turning effect of a force about an axis is called torque or moment of force. Mathematically 

it is equal to the product of force about an axis and moment arm.

Torque = Force x Force arm

or τ = F x d

Its direction is normal to the plane formed by F & d.

Unit: In M.K.S system the unit of Torque is Newton-metre (N-m).

POSITIVE TORQUE:
“If a torque produces an anticlockwise rotation in a body then it is said to be positive.”
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NEGATIVE TORQUE:
“If the rotation of a body due to a torque is clockwise then torque is said to be negative.”

FORCE ARM:
“The perpendicular distance between point of rotation and line of action of force is called force 

or moment arm.”

CONDITION OF EQUILIBRIUM
A body is called in the state of equilibrium if it satisfy following two conditions known as 

conditions of equilibrium.

FIRST CONDITION OF EQUILIBRIUM:
According to first condition of equilibrium the sum of all the forces acting on a body must be 

zero.
i.e. Σ F = 0

Or more specifically we can say that the sum of all the forces acting in X & Y dimension must 
be zero. i.e.

Σ Fx = 0

& Σ Fy = 0

SECOND CONDITION OF EQUILIBRIUM:
Second condition of equilibrium is satisfied when the sum of all torques acting on a body must 

be zero.
i.e. Σ τ = 0

Therefore for a body to be in equilibrium the sum of all translational & rotational forces must 
be zero.

THREE STATES OF EQUILIBRIUM

There are three states of equilibrium:

1. Stable Equilibrium
2. Unstable Equilibrium
3. Neutral Equilibrium

1. STABLE EQUILIBRIUM:
If the centre of gravity of a body lies lower than its point of suspension or support then 

it is said to be in the state of stable equilibrium. A body in stable equilibrium comes back to its 
original position when it is given a slight jerk.

Example: ◦ Anything lying on the table or floor.

2. UNSTABLE EQUILIBRIUM:
If the centre of gravity of a body lies above the point of suspension or support then it is 

said to be in the state of unstable equilibrium. A body in unstable equilibrium does not 
acquires its original position when it is displaced.

Example:
(i) A vertically standing pencil.
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(ii) A stick standing with a wall.

3. NEUTRAL EQUILIBRIUM:
If the centre of gravity of a body lies at the point of suspension or support then it is said 

to be in the state of neutral equilibrium. When a body in neutral equilibrium is displaced then it 
neither comes back to its original position nor topples over.

Example:
(i) A football on floor.
(ii) A rod resting on an edge suspended by a nail.

CENTRE OF GRAVITY:
Centre of gravity of a body is defined as the point at which the whole weight of the body 

appears to act. For a homogeneous body of regular shape, normally its geometrical centre is its centre 
of gravity.

Example:

SHAPE OF BODY
POSITION OF CENTRE OF 

GRAVITY
(a) Sphere

(b) Uniform rod

(c) Circular plate

(d) A plate of square, rectangular or 
parallelogram shape.

(e) Triangular plate

(f) Cylinder

Centre of sphere

Centre of rod

Centre of plate

Intersection of diagonals

Intersection of Medians

Mid-point of axis
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CHAPTER # 07

CIRCULAR MOTION & 
GRAVITATION
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UNIFORM CIRCULAR MOTION:
When a body moves in a circular path with a constant or uniform speed, then its motion is 

called uniform circular motion.”

CENTRIPETAL ACCELERATION:
When a body moves in a circular path then its direction changes at every point and hence its 

velocity changes at every point. Therefore the acceleration produced is called centripetal acceleration.
The centripetal acceleration can be calculated as following.

ac = V2

        r

Where,
ac = Centripetal Acceleration
V = Uniform Velocity of body
r = radius of circular path

CENTRIPETAL FORCE:
It is the force required to move a body in a circular path or centripetal force is the force which 

produces centripetal acceleration.

Mathematically:

Fc = mac

or Fc = m V2

r

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE:
According to second law of motion there must be a reaction of every action, same in 

magnitude and opposite in direction. Therefore when a body moves in a circular path then a force 
opposite to centripetal force is produced called Centrifugal force which tends to move the body away 
from the centre of circular path.

LAW OF GRAVITATION

Statement:
“Every body in the universe attracts every other body with a force of gravitation and this force 

is directly proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of 
distance between their centres.”

Mathematical Explanation:
Consider two bodies of masses m1 & m2 and the distance between their centres is ‘r’. then 

according to law of gravitation the force ‘F’ between them should be

m1 m2
F

r

F α m1m2

& F α 1 .

       r2
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combining these factors
F α m1m2

         r2

or F = G m1m2

             r2

Where ‘G’ is the constant of proportionality know as universal Gravitational constant and its value is
G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2.kg-2.

MASS OF EARTH:
Mass of earth can be calculated with the help of law of gravitation according to the following.
Suppose a body of mass ‘m’ on the Surface of earth when mass of earth is ‘Me’ and radius of 

earth is ‘Re’. Therefore according to law of gravitation the force of attraction between them.
m

Re

Me

F = G mMe

            Re2

But the weight of a body is defined as the force by virtue of which the earth attracts something 
towards its centre.

F = W

or W = Gm Me

   Re
2

And W = mg

mg = G m Me

     Re
2

g = G Me

          Re
2

or Me = g Re
2  (A)

G
Here,

g = 9.81 m/s2,
Re = 6.4 x 106 m,

& G = 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2.kg-2

putting all the values in equation (A)

Me = 9.81 m/s2. (6.4 x 106 m)2

          6.67 x 10-11 N.m2.kg-2
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Me = 6.0 x 1024 kg

VARIATION OF ‘g’ WITH ALTITUDE:
We know that the earth is not a perfect sphere but it is flattened from the poles according to the 

following.
Pole

Equator

We also know that

g = G Me

          R2

The above equation shows that the value of g varies inversely with the square of radius of 
earth. Therefore the value of g should be greater at poles because radius of earth is smaller at poles and 
similarly it decreases at equators since the radius of earth is comparatively larger at equators.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

g G
(a) It is acceleration due to gravity.

(b) Its value is 9.8 m/s2.

(c) It value may be different at 
different places.

(d) It is always directed towards the 
centre of earth.

It is universal gravitational constant.

Its value is 6.67 x 10-11 N.m2.kg-2.

Its value is constant throughout the 
universe.

It may be or may not be directed 
towards the centre of earth.
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CHAPTER # 08

WORK, ENERGY & POWER
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WORK:
If a force ‘F’ moves a body through a distance then a work is done on the body and it is equal 

to the product of force and distance.

Mathematically,

Work = Force x Distance

or W = F . S

If the force acting on the body makes an angle ‘θ’ with horizontal then work done will be

F

S

W = Fcosθ . S

or W = FS cosθ

Unit: In M.K.S system the unit of work is Joule (J).

1 J = 1 N.m

ENERGY:
“The ability of doing work is called energy.”

Unit: In M.K.S system its unit is Joule (J).

KINETIC ENERGY:
“The energy possessed by a body by virtue of its motion is called kinetic energy.”

Mathematically,

K.E = ½ mV2

Where,
K.E = kinetic energy
m = mass of the body
V = speed of the body

DERIVATION FOR K.E = ½ mV2:
Suppose a body of mass ‘m’ is at rest then it is moved by applying a force ‘F’ and after 

covering a distance ‘S’ its velocity becomes ‘V’. Therefore

Work done = Force x Distance

W = F . S  (i)

For the body
Vi = 0

Vf = V
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Applying 3rd Equation of motion

2aS = Vf
2 – Vi

2

or 2aS = V2 - 02

or 2aS = V2

or S = V2  (ii)
      2a

According to Second law of motion

F = ma  (iii)

Putting the value of ‘S’ from equation (ii) & value of ‘F’ from equation (iii) in equation (i)

W = ma . V2

    2a

W = mV2

          2

Since this work done produces motion in the body therefore it must be equal to the kinetic 
energy.

or K.E = ½ mV2

POTENTIAL ENERGY:
“The energy of a body by virtue of its position is called its potential energy.”

i.e.
If a body is lifted from a height ‘h’ then a work is done on it which is conserved as potential 

energy and it may be calculated as

h

P.E = mgh

LAW OF CONSERVATION OF ENERGY:
“The total energy of an isolated system always remains constant energy may be converted into 

one form to another but it can neither be created nor be destroyed.”

Mathematical Explanation:
Consider a body of mass ‘m’ at a height of ‘h’ and in the state of rest on point ‘A’.
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A

B
h

(h - x)

C

x

At point A:
V = 0

K.E = ½ m (0)2

K.E = 0

P.E = mgh

Total Energy = P.E + K.E

Total Energy = mgh + 0

Total Energy = mgh

At point B:
At point ‘B’ the velocity of body increases and it becomes ‘V’.

K.E = ½ mV2  (i)

If we consider the motion of body from point A to B then

Vi = 0
Vf = V
a = g
S = x (From the figure)

Applying 3rd Equation of motion

2aS = Vf
2 – Vi

2

or 2gx = V2 - 02

or V2 = 2gx

Putting in equation (i)

K.E = ½ m. 2gx

K.E = mgx

Besides from the figure, the height of body at point ‘B’ is (h – x)
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P.E = mg (h – x)

& Total Energy = K.E + P.E

Total Energy = mgx + mg (h –x)

Total Energy = mgx + mgh – mgx

Total Energy = mgh

It is proved that total energy of an isolated system remains constant.

POWER:
“Power is defined as rate of doing work.”

Power = Work
   time

or P = W
        t

Unit: In M.K.S system the unit of power is Watt.

1 Watt = 1 J .s-1

Besides 1 kW = 103 W
1 MW = 106 W

and 1 Hour Power = 746 Watts

1 H.P = 746 W
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CHAPTER # 09

MACHINES
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MACHINE

“Machine is a device which helps us in doing work.”

EFFORT:
The force directly applied to a machine for doing work on the machine is called effort. 

Normally it is denoted by ‘P’.

LOAD / RESISTANCE:
It is the weight lifted by the machine or resistance overcome by the machine and denoted by 

‘W’.

MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE:
If a load ‘W’ is lifted by a machine applying an effort ‘P’ then the ratio of load and effort is 

called mechanical advantage of the machine.

Mechanical Advantage = Load .

      Effort

Mechanical advantage is a ratio of quantities of same units therefore it is only a number. If 
M.A of a machine is greater than one then it means the machine makes our work easier.

INPUT:
“If an effort ‘P’ acts through a distance ‘d’ then the product of ‘P’ and ‘d’ i.e the work done on 

the machine is called input.”

Input = Effort x distance through effort acts

or Input = P x d

OUPUT:
“If a machine moves a load W through a distance ‘h’, then the useful work done by the 

machine is called the output.”

Output = Load x distance through which the load moves

or Output = W x h

EFFICIENCY:
The ratio of the useful work done by the machine (output) and the work done on the machine 

(input) is called the efficiency of the machine and it is expressed as percentage.

Efficiency = useful work done by the machine x 100%
  work done on the machine

or Efficiency = Output x 100
Input

or Efficiency = Wh x 100
         Pd

Since it is a ratio of work done by the machine and on the machine it is just a unitless number.
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IDEAL MACHINE:
An ideal machine is such a machine which has an efficiency of 100%. For an ideal machine the 

output is equal to input i.e.

Output = Input

or Wh = Pd : output = Wxh
    input = Pxd

or W = d .

P     h

or M.A = d . : M.A = W/P
h

Mechanical advantage of a machine of a machine depends on the distance through which effort 
acts and load is lifted.

TYPES OF MACHINES

There are following six types of machines.
1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Inclined Plane
4. Wedge
5. Wheel & Axel
6. Screw

1. LEVER:

“A lever is a sample machine consists of a rigid bar which can rotate about a fixed point.”

A fulcurum consists of the following components.

(a) FULCURUM:
“It is the point at which the lever rotates is called fulcurum.”

(b) EFFORT ARM:
“Effort arm is defined as the perpendicular distance between the line of action of effort 

and fulcurum of the lever.”

(c) LOAD ARM:
“Perpendicular distance between the line of action of load and fulcurum is called load 

arm.”

KINDS OF LEVERS

On the basis of position of load, effort and fulcurum, levers may be classified into three kinds.
(i) Lever of First Kind
(ii) Lever of Second Kind
(iii)Lever of Third Kind
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(i) LEVER OF FIRST KIND:
“A lever in which the fulcurum of lever is situated between the load and effort is called 

of first kind.”

W (load) P (effort)Fulcurum

Examples of lever of first kind are

◦ Water pump handle
◦ Sea Saw
◦ Pair of Scissors
◦ Common balance

(ii) LEVER OF SECOND KIND:
“In this kind of lever the load is situated between fulcurum and effort.”

W (load)P (effort) Fulcurum

Examples of lever of second kind are

◦ Punching machine
◦ Door
◦ Nut cracker
◦ Cork opener

(iii)LEVER OF THIRD KIND:
“In third kind of lever the effort is situated between load and fulcurum.”

W (load) P (effort) Fulcurum

Examples of lever of third kind are

◦ Upper & lower jaws
◦ Human fore arm
◦ Pair of forceps

PRINCIPLE OF LEVER:
Load (P0 applied on the lever tends to rotate lever about the fulcurum in one direction and the 

weight rotates it in the opposite direction. In the state of equilibrium the torques produced by both of 
them are equal.

WP

A BC

Load Weight
Load arm Weight arm

Torque of Effort = Torque of Weight

or Effort x Effort arm = Weight x Weight arm
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P x AC = W x BC

This is called Principle of lever.
MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE:

According to Principle of lever

Torque of Effort = Torque of Weight

or Effort x Effort arm = Weight x Weight arm

or Weight = Effort arm .

Effort     Weight arm

But M.A = W (weight)
P  (effort)

M.A = Effort arm .

           Weight arm

Mechanical Advantage of a lever is defined as the ratio of effort arm & weight arm.

2. PULLEY:

“A pulley is a simple machine which consists of a grooved wheel supported in a frame called 
block and it can move freely about an axel. This block is supported by a beam by means of a hook and 
a rope or hook passes over the circumference of the wheel.

Pulleys are used in two ways.

(a) FIXED PULLEY:
In a fixed pulley the block of the pulley is fixed to a beam or ceiling and the pulley 

does not move as shown in the figure.

B A
O

W (load) P (effort)

Mechanical Advantage:
From the figure

According to principle of lever

P x OA = W x OB

or W = OA
P    OB

But OA = OB

W = 1 : M.A = W/P
P

or M.A = 1
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(b) MOVEABLE PULLEY:
In a Moveable pulley, one end of the rope passing through the pulley is tied to a firm 

support and effort ‘P’ is applied at its other end. The load or weight ‘W’ to be lifted is hung 
from the hook of the block.

W

P

W

P

P

Mechanical Advantage:
In each segment of the rope the tension is equal to the applied effort. As the weight ‘W’ 

is supported by two segments of the rope, the upward effort acting on weight ‘W’ is 2P. In 
equilibrium position

2P = W

or W = 2
P

or M.A = 2

3. INCLINED PLANE:

Inclined plane is a simple surface making an angle ‘θ’ with the horizontal. It is used raise the 
heavy loads.

Mechanical Advantage:
Consider an inclined plane of length ‘l’. A load ‘W’ is raised to a height ‘h’ by applying an 

effort ‘P’ parallel to the inclined plane. If inclined plane makes an angle ‘θ’ with horizontal and 
friction is negligible then.

W

h

Input = Effort x Distance

or Input = P x l  (i)

Output = Load x height

or Output = W x h  (ii)
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As input = output

Load x height = Effort x Distance

or W x h = P x l
or W = l .

P     h

or M.A = l . : M.A = W/P
h

From the figure

l =   1  .

h    sinθ

Which shows that smaller value of angle will cause the higher value of M.A.

4. WEDGE:

A wedge is a simple machine which consists of two inclined planes joined together making an 
angle ‘θ’ with each other.

A wedge is used as fulcurum of lever and it is also used to split wood into two pieces.

Mechanical Advantage:
Mechanical advantage of wedge may be calculated according to the following:

M.A = Length of inclined plane of wedge
       Thickness of the wedge

5. SCREW:

Screw is a simple machine which is normally used as to hold the two parts or different parts of 
machines together. A screw consists of a threaded rod with a head. The distance bet two consecutive 
threads is called pitch of the screw.

Mechanical Advantage:
If a screw is turned to one revolution by applying an effort ‘P’, then the effort moves a distance 

through 2πd where ‘d’ is the diameter of the screw. Now by applying this effort ‘P’ the screw moves 
forward through a distance equal to ‘h’.

Input = Output

P x 2πd = Wh

or W = 2πd :M.A = W/P
P       h

or M.A = 2πd
  h

It shows that the mechanical advantage of screw increases if radius of screw increases & Pitch 
‘h’ decreases.
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SCREW JACK:
If is a simple machine which is normally used to lift automobiles.

A screw jack consists of 

 A long rod which is passing through a threaded block. The of pitch of this threaded block is 
‘h’.

 It also has a handle to turn the threaded block.

Mechanical Advantage:
If effort ‘P’ is applied on the handle of jack then the handle moves in a circle. If the radius of 

handle is ‘d’ then after completing one revolution it covers a distance ‘2πd’, due to which a load ‘W’ 
is lifted through a distance ‘h’.

Output = Input

W x h = P x d

or W x h = P x 2πd

or W = 2πd
P       h

or M.A = 2πd
  h

6. WHEEL & AXEL:

This simple machine consists of a shaft having two circles of distribution radii fixed on it. The 
larger radius is ‘R’ and the smaller one is ‘r’. Normally it is used to lift loads like pulling a bucket 
upward from a well.

Mechanical Advantage:
If effort ‘P’ is applied to the rim of the wheel to raise load ‘W’. For one complete revolution, 

effort moves through a distance equal to the circumference of the wheel of radius ‘R’ i.e 2πR and the 
load ‘W’ is raised through a height which is equal to 2πr i.e the circumference of smaller wheel.

Output = Input

W x 2πr = P x 2πR

or W = R
P      r

or M.A = R
r

It means the mechanical advantage increases with the increase in radius of larger wheel and 
decreases with increase in radius of smaller wheel.
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CHAPTER # 10

MATTER
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MATTER:
“Anything which occupies some space and has some mass is called matter.”

KINETIC MOLECULAR THEORY OF MATTER:
It is the theory which deals with the motion of molecules (particles) of matter. It consists of the 

following assumptions.

(i) All the matter consists of tiny particles called molecules.
(ii) Molecules are always in random motion. This motion can be translational, vibrational or 

rotational.
(iii) Due to motion of molecules, they posses kinetic energy.
(iv) The kinetic energy of molecules is proportional to the absolute temperature of molecules.
(v) Molecules have intermolecular force of attraction which is inversely proportional to the 

intermolecular distances.
(vi) The kinetic energy and temperature of molecules may be increased by compressing the matter.

BROWNING MOTION:
Motion of ting suspended particles in a fluid (may be a gas or liquid) is called Brownian 

motion as it was first observed by Robert Brown in 1827.

STATES OF MATTER:
There are three physical states of matter.

1. Solid
2. Liquid
3. Gas

1. SOLID:
Solid is that kind or state of matter which is definite in shape and volume. Solid 

substances have following properties.

(i) Solids have definite shape and volume.
(ii) Solids expand slightly on heating.
(iii) Solids expand slightly on heating.
(iv) Molecules of solids are closely packed.
(v) Molecules of solids vibrate to and fro about their mean position.
(vi) Intermolecular force of attraction is so high that molecules can not move away from 

each other.

2. LIQUID:
It is the state of matter which has a definite volume but has no definite shape. They have 

the following properties.

(i) Liquids have definite volume but no definite shape.
(ii) Practically liquids are not compressible however at a high pressure they may be 

compressed upto a little extend.
(iii) Liquids expand on heating.
(iv) Molecules of liquids are less closely packed than solids.
(v) Molecules of liquids can move away from each other.
(vi) Intermolecular distances are greater as compared to solids.

3. GAS:
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It is the state of matter which neither has a definite shape nor definite volume. Gases 
have the following properties.

(i) They have no definite shape and no definite volume.
(ii) Gases are compressible.
(iii) Gases have their molecules very widely separated.
(iv) They have a high diffusion rate i.e. molecules of gases move freely from one place to 

another.
(v) Gases have the ability to exert pressure on the walls of container in which they are 

contained.

ELASTICITY:
“It is the property of matter by virtue of which it regains its original shape after the removal of 

load or force acting on it.”

ELASTIC LIMIT:
“The maximum force or load applied on an object, after removal of which, the object may 

regains its original shape is called elastic limit.”

STRESS:
“The resisting force per unit area acting against any change in the shape of an object is called 

stress.”

Mathematically;

Stress = Force
  Area

or σ = F
      A

In M.K.S system unit of stress is N/m2.

STRAIN:
“The fractional change in shape of an object is called strain. It this change is in the length of 

the object then strain is called longitudinal strain.”

LONGITUDINAL STRAIN:
“It is defined as change in length per unit original length.” i.e.

Longitudinal Strain = Change in Length
Original length 

or ε = ΔL
       L

Since it is the ratio of two similar quantities therefore it has no unit.

HOOKE’S LAW:
According to Hook’s law
“Strain produced in a body is directly proportional to the stress applied with in elastic limit.”

Mathematically;
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Stress α (Constant) Strain

or σ α ε

σ = γε

Here ‘γ’ is the constant of proportionality and it is known as young’s Modulus.

YOUNG’S MODULUS:
It is defined as the ratio of stress and strain i.e.

Young’s Modulus = Stress
                     Strain

or Y = σ
       ε

or Y =  F / A
       ΔL / L

or Y =   FL  .

       ΔL A
In M.K.S system the unit of young’s modulus is N/m2.

FLUIDS:
“Fluid are such substances that have the capability to flow and conform the shape of the 

container in which they are contained e.g. liquid or gases.”

PRESSURES:
“Pressure is defined as the perpendicular force acting on unit area i.e.

Pressure = Force
      Area

or P = F
      A

In M.K.S system the unit of pressure is N/m2 or Pascal.

PRESSURE IN LIQUIDS:
Since liquids have weight, therefore liquid contained in a container exert pressure on the 

bottom and walls of the container.
To calculate pressure at any point let us calculate the pressure of the liquid at the bottom of the 

container.
Consider a cylinder of cross sectional area ‘A’ is placed in a liquid. The lower area of the 

cylinder lies at a depth ‘h’ from the upper surface of the liquid. Now the liquid, which exerts pressure 
on this area, is contained in the cylinder.
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Imaginary cylinder in water of volume Ah

h

Volume of liquid in cylinder = Ah

If ‘ρ’ is the density of liquid, then the mass of the liquid in the cylinder will be,

Mass = Volume x Density

or m = V x ρ

or m = Ah x ρ [V = Ah]

Therefore

Weight = Mass x g

and W = mg

But m = Ah x ρ

So W = Ahρg

and pressure on area A will be

Pressure = Force
      Area

or P = W = Ahρg
       A        A

or P = ρgh

PASCAL’S PRINCIPLE:
“According to this principle if pressure is applied on a liquid contained in a vessel then this 

pressure is transmitted in all direction equally and acts perpendicularly to the walls of container.”

THE HYDRAULIC BRAKE SYSTEM:
“The hydraulic brake system is an example of hydraulic machines working on Pascal’s 

Principle and it is used to stop a moving vehicle.”
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Spring
Brake Shoe

Brake Pedal

Push

Piston

Master Cylinder

The hydraulic brake system

Construction:
It consists of a master cylinder joined to other four small cylinder through tubes for each wheel 

of car. All the cylinders have oil tight pistons.

Working:
When brake pedal is pushed forward then the oil transmit a force on the piston of master 

cylinder. These undiminished transmitted pressure pushes the pistons in all the cylinders. The pressure 
on each piston of each brake cylinder acts on the brake shoe which is attached to a caliper in the case 
of disk brake. The friction produced stops the vehicle.

HYDRAULIC LIFT:
“A hydraulic lift consists of a narrow cylinder ‘A’ connected with a wider cylinder ‘B’ and 

they are fitted with air tight pistons. These cylinders are filled with an incompressible fluid.”

A
B

Hydraulic Lift

Working:
If pressure is applied to the piston ‘A’ downward, then this pressure is transmitted 

undiminished to the piston of cylinder B. This piston ‘B’ acts as a platform to lift a car or any heavier 
object.

HYDRAULIC PRESS:
“In hydraulic press a narrow cylinder ‘A” is connected with a wider cylinder ‘B’ and they are 

fitted with airtight pistons. The cylinder ‘B’ is provided with a rigid roof over it. Cylinder are filled 
with some incompressible fluid.”
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A
B

Hydraulic Press

roof

Working:
When pressure is applied downward on the piston ‘A’ then it is transmitted undiminished on 

the piston of cylinder B, as a result of which the piston ‘B’ moves upward and anything placed 
between the piston ‘B’ and rigid roof is compressed.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE:
The pressure exerted by atmosphere is called atmospheric pressure. At sea level the value of 

atmospheric pressure is 1 atmosphere. Whereas in other units.

1 atmosphere = 1.01x105 N/m2 or Pascal
= 760 mm Hg
= 760 torr
= 14.7 Psi (Pound per square inch “lb/inch”)

BAROMETER:
“A device used to measure atmospheric pressure is called a Barometer.”

MERCURY BAROMETER:
“The barometer consists of a 1 metre long glass tube closed at one end and a mercury bath.”

Mercury barometer

Working:
The tube is filled with mercury and covering the open end with thumb firmly, it is inverted into 

the bath containing mercury. When thumb is removed, some of the mercury falls down. The length of 
the mercury column in the tube is referred as atmospheric pressure and at sea level it is 760 mm.

ANEROID BEROMETER:
The aneroid barometer consists of a corrugated steel box attached with a spring and system of 

levers and a pointer.
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Pointer P

Spring S

Corrugated

steel box A

Aneroid barometer

Working:
When air pressure rises, the top of the box is pressed inward and if pressure decreases the top 

moves upwards. Movement of the lever moves the pointer on a calibrated scale.

ARCHIMEDES PRINCIPLE:
According to Archimedes Principle
“When an object is immersed in a liquid, an up thrust acts on it which is equal to the weight of 

the liquid displaced by the object.”
Due to this up thrust, an object immersed in a liquid has an apparent weight which is given by 

the following relation.

Apparent weight = Actual weight – Weight of the liquid displaced by the object (upthrust)
MATHEMATICAL PROOF:

Let us consider a cylindrical object of area of cross section ‘A’ and height ‘h’ immersed in a 
fluid of density ‘ρ’.

A
h1

h2

Now the up thrust should be equal to the difference between the forces at the top and bottom 
surfaces.

Pressure because of liquid at the top face = h1ρg
Pressure because of liquid at the bottom face = h2ρg

Since P = F/A => F = P x A

Force acting downward on top face = Ah1ρg
Force acting downward on bottom face = Ah2ρg

And the force due to atmospheric pressure on both the faces must be ‘APa’ where ‘Pakistan’ means 
atmospheric pressure.

Total force downward on top face = Ah1ρg + APa

& Total force downward on bottom face = Ah2ρg + APa

Upthrust = Upward force – downward force
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or Upthrust = Ah2ρg + APa – (Ah1ρg + APa)

   =  Ah2ρg + APa – Ah1ρg – APa

or Upthrust = Ah2ρg – Ah1ρg

   = Aρg (h2 – h1)

But h2 – h1 = h

Upthrust = Aρgh

or Upthrust = Weight of the liquid displaced by the object

Hence Proved
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CHAPTER # 13

PROPAGATION & REFLECTION OF 
LIGHT
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LIGHT:
“Light is a form of energy which enables us to see objects.”

REACTILINEAR PROPAGATION OF LIGHT:
“When we place an opaque body in light then its shadow forms just behind the body, which 

prove that the light travels through straight line. This straight line Propagation of light is known as 
Rectilinear Propagation of light.”

REFELACTION:
“Light traveling from one medium to another strikes the surface of second medium and turns 

back to the first medium. This turning back of light from the boundary of second medium is Reflection 
of light.”

PIN HOLE CAMERA:
“A pin hole camera consist of a rectangular box containing a pin hole on one side a 

photographic plate on the opposite side.”
When light passes through the pinhole, a real and inverted image forms on the photographic 

plate. A pinhole camera is normally used to capture the eclipse of sun.

SOME IMPORTANT TERMS OF REFELACTION

Normal

Reflected Ray

Angle of Reflection

Point of incidenceReflecting Surface

Angle of incidence

Incident Ray

i r

INCIDENT RAY:
“The ray which comes from the source of light and strikes the reflection surface is called the 

incident rays.”

REFLECTED RAY: 
“The ray which comes back to the first medium after reflecting from the boundary of the 

second medium is called reflected ray.”

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE:
“The angle b/w the incident ray and normal is called angle of incident.”

ANGLE OF REFLECTION:
“The angle b/w the reflected ray and normal s called the angle of reflection.”

LAW OF REFLECTION

There are two laws of reflection:

FIRST LAW OF REFLECTION:
The incident ray, reflected ray, normal and point of incidence lie on the same plane. 

SECOND LAW OF REFELACTION:
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The angle of incidence is always equal to the angle of reflection. i.e. < I = < r

TYPES OF REFLECTION

Basically we have two types of reflection.

(a) Regular Reflection.
(b) Irregular Reflection.

REGULAR REFLECTION:
“If parallel rays of light falls on a highly polished and smooth surface and reflect in such a way 
that the reflected rays are also parallel, then such reflection is called Regular reflection of light.”

Reflected RayIncident Ray

IRREGULAR REFLECTION:
“When parallel rays of light strikes a rough surface then reflected rays are not parallel to each 

other, such reflection is called Irregular reflection of light.”

Rough Surface

DIFERENCE BETWEEN REGULAR & IRREGULAR REFLECTION OF LIGHT

REGULAR REFLECTION IRREGULAR REFLECTION
(a) If reflected rays from a smooth 

polished surface are parallel, when 
a beam of parallel rays of light fall 
on it, then such reflection is called 
regular reflection of light.

(b) It occurs when beam of light strike 
a smooth polished surface.

(c) In regular reflection of light the 
reflected rays are also parallel.

When a parallel beam of light falls on a 

rough surface then the reflected rays are 

not parallel. Such kind of reflection is 

called irregular reflection of light.

Irregular reflection occurs when light falls 
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on a rough surface.

In regular reflection of light the reflected 

rays are not parallel to each other.

ADVANTAGES OF IRREGULARS REFLECTIONS:
(a) Due to irregular reflection of light the sun light remains for some time even after the sunset so 

in this way the daytime increase.
(b) Because of irregular reflection of light, the light scatters and reaches the places where sunlight 

cannot reach.

MIRROR:
“A mirror is a smooth, polished surface which reflects the light.”

TYPES OF MIRRORS

Basically there are two types of mirror:
(a) Plane mirror. 
(b) Spherical mirror.

PLANE MIRROR:
“A flat smooth and highly polished reflecting surface with no curvature is called a plane 

mirror.”

                                        
IMAGE FORMED BY PLANE MIRROR:

Consider a light ray coming from an object ‘O’ reflected by a plane mirror ‘M’ and enters in 
our eyes. The line joins the image ‘I’ and object ‘O’ makes of angle of 90o with the surface of mirror.

Diagram shows that the distance of object and image from the mirror are equal.

Image

Object OM = MI

Plane MirrorM

O

Image formed by a plane mirror is 
 Virtual.
 Literally inverted.
 Same in size.
 At equal distance.
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SPHERICAL MIRROR:
“A spherical mirror is a part of a hollow surface and it has the following two types.”

(a) Concave mirror.
(b) Convex mirror.

CONCAVE MIRROR:
“A concave mirror forms when a spherical mirror is polished from the outer surface in such a 

way that the reflecting surface is towards the center of the sphere of which spherical mirror is a part.”

Polished Surface Reflecting Surface

CONCAVE MIRROR

CONVEX MIRROR:
“When a spherical mirror is polished from inner surface in such a way that the reflecting 

surface is opposite of the center of the sphere of which mirror is a part then such spherical mirror is 
called convex mirror.”

Polished SurfaceReflecting Surface

CONVEX MIRROR

IMPORTANT TERMS OF MIRRORS

1) CENTER OF CURVATURE:
“The center of the sphere which mirror is a part is part is called center of curvature.”

Centre of curvature

C

2) POLE:
“The geometrically center of a spherical mirror is called its pole.”
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P

Pole

3) PRINCIPLE AXIS:
“The line joining the pole and center and curvature of a spherical mirror is called its 

principle axis.”

P C Principal Axis

4) RADIUS OF CURVATURE:
“The distance between the pole and center of curvature of a spherical mirror is called 

its radius of curvature.”

P C

R

5) APERTURE:
“The diameter of the circular outline of a spherical mirror is called its aperture.”

P F

Concave mirror

6) PRINCIPSL FOCUS (CONCAVE MIRROR):
“When rays of light parallel to the principal axis are incident on a concave mirror then 

after reflection they coverage on a point on principal axis. This point of convergence is called 
principal focus of the concave mirror.” it is denoted by F.

F

Concave mirror
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7) PRINCIPAL FOCUS ( CONVEX MIRROR ):
“If a beam of rays of light parallel to the principal axis falls on a convex mirror then 

after.”

P F

f

C

f = R/2

or R = 2f

DIFERENCE BETWEEN REAL & VIRTUSL IMAGE

REAL IMAGE VIRTUAL IMAGE
(a) A real image forms due to real 

intersection of rays of light.

(b) Real image is inverted.

(c) It can be brought on screen.
(d) Real image always forms in front 

of mirror.
(e) It has a physical existence.

Virtual image forms because of appearent 

intersection of rays of light.

Virtual image is erect.

It can not be brought on screen.
It always forms behind the mirror.

It does not have a physical existence.

IMAGE FORMED BY CONVEX MIRROR:
A convex mirror always forms a virtual image. This image is always located between pole and 

principal focus of the mirror. This image is erect and smaller than object.
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F'

Convex mirror
virtual image

object

PATH OF RAYS REFLECTED FROM CONCAVE MIRROR

 When the incident ray is passing through the focus then it becomes parallel to the principal axis 
after reflection.

F

Incident Ray

Reflected Ray

 A ray of light coming parallel to the principal axis, passes through the principal focus after 
reflection.

F

Incident Ray

Reflected Ray

 If incident ray comes in such a way that it passes through the centre of curvature, then it 
reflects back on the same path.

C

Incident Ray
Reflected Ray

F

 When a ray strikes the pole of a mirror then it reflect with the same angle.
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LOCATION OF IMAGE FORMED BY CONCAVE MIRROR

1) When object is at infinity:

F C

In this case the image formed is

 Real
 Inverted
 Pinpoint

and image form at principal focus.

2) When object is behind the Centre of Curvature:

F C

object

image

Then the image is

 Real
 Inverted
 Smaller in size

and it form between centre of curvature and principal focus.

3) When object is placed at Centre of Curvature:

F C

object

image
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Then the image formed is

 Real
 Inverted
 Same in size

and it forms at centre of curvature.

4) If object is placed between Principal Focus & Centre of Curvature:

F C

object

image

In this case the image is

 Real
 Inverted
 Magnified (larger in size)

and it forms behind the centre of curvature.

5) If object is placed at Principal Focus:

F C

Then image formed is

 Real
 Inverted
 Highly magnified

and the image forms at infinity.

6) When object is placed between Principal Focus & Pole:
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F C

virtual
image

In such a situation the image formed is

 Virtual
 Erect
 Magnified

and image forms behind the mirror.

MIRROR FORMULA:

Consider an object AB placed between centre of curvature ‘C’ and principal focus ‘F’ of the 
concave mirror. Rays starting from ‘A’ after reflection meet at point ‘A´’ and form a real image 
‘A´B´’.

F C

A

B

A'

B'P

D

f
p

q

Since ΔAPB & ΔA´PB´ are Similar

A

B

A'

B'P

p

q

Therefore;

AB = PB

           A´B´ PB´
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or AB = p .

           A´B´   q

or ho = p  (i) Where ho = height of object

hi     q hi = height of image

p = object distance

q = image distance

Now ΔABF & ΔFPD are Similar.

A

B
P

f
p

D

Therefore;

AB = BF

PD     FP

or AB = BF : PD = A´B´

           A´B´   FP

or ho = p – f  (ii)

hi        f

Comparing equation (i) & (ii)

p = p – f

q        f

By Cross Multiplication

qp – qf = pf

Dividing by qpf

qp – qf  = pf
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                       qpf   qpf   qpf

1 – 1 = 1

f     p    q

or 1 = 1 + 1

f     p    q

Sign Convention:

For Real image ‘q’ is taken as positive.

For Virtual image ‘q’ is taken as negative.

For Real object ‘p’ is taken as positive.

For Real object ‘p’ is taken as negative.

For CONCAVE MIRROR ‘f’ is taken as positive.

For CONVEX MIRROR ‘f’ is taken as negative.

LINEAR MAGNIFICATION:

It is defined as the ratio of the height or size of image to the height or size of object.

OR

It may be defined as the ratio of image distance to the object distance.

i.e. Magnification = height of image = hi

   height of object     ho

OR

Magnification = Image distance = q

  Object distance     p

USES OF SPHERICAL MIRROR:

Spherical Mirror are used for many purpose such as:

 In Shaving Mirror
 Mirrors of Vehicles
 In Microscopes
 In Ophthalmo-Scope etc.
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CHAPTER # 14

REFRACTION OF LIGHT & 
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
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REFRACTION:
“When rays of light pass through one medium to another, then a change occurs in the speed 

and direction. This change is known as refraction of light.”

r

i
Angle of incident

AirNormal

Emergent RayRefracted Ray

Angle of
Refraction

Incident Ray

Point of
incidence Glass

(a) When ray of light from a rare medium enters a denser medium then it bends 
towards:

Rare Medium

Denser Mediumro

io

In such a case ∕ io > ∕ ro and the speed of refraction ray decreases as compared to the 
incident ray.

(b) When ray of light enters a rare medium from a denser medium then it bends away 
from the normal:

Denser Medium

Rare Mediumro

io

In this case ∕ io < ∕ ro and the speed of refracted ray is greater than that of incident ray.
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LAWS OF REFRACTION

1) FIRST LAW OF REFRACTION:
The incident ray, the refracted ray and the normal on the point of incidence, all lie on 

the same plane.

2) SECOND LAW OF REFRACTION:
The ratio of the sine of angle of incidence and sine of angle of refraction is always 

constant.

i.e. n = sin ∕ io

      sin ∕ ro

When ‘n’ is known as the refractive index of the second medium with respect to the 
first medium.

REFRACTIVE INDEX:
The ratio of sine of angle of incidence to the sine of angle of refraction is known as refractive 

index.

i.e. n = sin ∕ io

      sin ∕ ro

Refractive index may also be calculate by

n =         Speed of light in air          .

      Speed of light in given medium

Speed of light in air is 3x108m/s.

PRISM:
“Prism is a transparent refracting body and it is bounded by the three rectangular and two 

triangular surfaces.”

REFRACTION OF LIGHT THROUGH PRISM:
In prism the incident ray enters the prism and bends towards the normal. When this refracted 

ray emerges out, then it bends away from the normal.

A

B C

Prism Angle

Angle of Deviation

Angle of Emergence

Angle of incidence

Incident Ray

Emergent RayAngle of
Refraction

Refracted Ray

ro

i
eo

Do
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Angle of incidence is the angle between incident ray and normal. It is denoted by ∕ io.

Angle of refraction is the angle between the refracted ray & the normal & it is denoted by ∕ ro.
Angle of Emergence is the formed between the emergent ray & normal & it is denoted by ∕ eo.

Angle of Deviation is the angle between the incident & emergent ray and denoted by ∕ Do.

Angle of minimum Deviation is the least angle of deviation and it forms when the angle of incidence 
and angle of refraction are equal. It is denoted by ∕ Dm.
i.e. Angle of deviation will be minimum when

∕ io =  ∕ ro

then ∕ Do =  ∕ Dm
o

Prism angle is the angle between two rectangular surfaces of a prism. It is denoted by A.

Refractive Index of a prism may be calculated according to the following formula

n = Sin  A + Dm

                 2      [

          Sin A/2
Where,

A is prism angle 
Dm is angle of minimum deviation.

TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION:
When a bean of light travels from a denser medium to a rare medium then angle of incidence is 

always less than angle of refraction. For a certain value of angle of incidence the angle of refraction 
becomes 90o. This angle of incidence is called Critical angle (ic).

When the value of the angle of incidence becomes greater than angle of ( ∕ ic) then the whole 
ray is internally reflected back in the denser medium. Such reflection is called “Total Internal 
Reflection”.

Normal

Rare Medium

Denser Medium

ro = 90o

i =   ic

(a) (b) (c)

ro

i

ro

i >   ic

CRITICAL ANGLE: ( ∕ ic)
“The angle of incidence at which the angle of refraction becomes equal to 90o when light 

travels from denser to rare medium is called Critical Angle.”

∕ io = ∕ ic
o when ∕ ro = 90o
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Refracted ray

Normal

Incident ray

Critical Angle

Rare Medium

Denser Medium

ro = 90o

i =   ic

EXAMPLES OF TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION

1) TOTALLY REFLECTING PRISM:
A totally reflecting prism is a glass prism in which one angle is of 90o and other two are 

of 45o each. It is used for total internal reflection.

Incident ray

A

B

C

45o

45o

45o

When a perpendicular incident ray move inside the prism the prism from face AB then 
it strikes the face BC without being deviated. But this ray can not get out of the prism since its 
angle of incidence is 45o which is greater than the critical angle of the material of prism which 
is 42o. Therefore the ray of light is totally internally reflected.

2) PERISCOPE:
A periscope is an instrument used to see objects at the surface of water from a 

submarine under water.
Object

Observer

A Periscope consists of two totally reflects ray of prism, three convex lenses and a 
vertical tube which is bent at the lower end.

The first prism reflects ray of light coming from the object fixed at the top and it finally 
totally reflected by other prism at lower end to give image of the object.

3) OPTICAL FIBRE:
A fibre of thickness about 0.01 mm carries light without almost any loss due to total 

internal reflection. It is called optical fibre. Optical fibres are used to carry communication 
signals such as telephone signals

LENS:
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“A lens is a transparent refracting medium bounded by one or two spherical surface which 
refracts light in a regular manner.”

TYPES OF LENSES

There are two types of lenses:

1) Convex lens
2) Concave lens

1) CONVEX LENS: (Converging Lens)
A convex lens is thick from the centre and thinner at the edges. i.e.

Convex Lens

When parallel rays of light pass through a convex lens then after refraction they 
converge on a point. That is why it is also called a “converging lens”.

TYPES OF CONVEX LENS

(a) DOUBLE CONVEX LENS:
A double convex lens is convex from both the surface.

(b) PLANO CONVEX LENS:
A plano convex lens is plane from one side and its other surface is convex.

(c) CONCAVO-CONVEX LENS:
In concavo-convex lens, one side is concave and other surface is convex.
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2) CONCAVE LENS: (DIVERGING LENS)
A concave lens is thickness at the edges and thinner at the centre. i.e.

Concave Lens

When parallel rays of light pass through a concave lens then they diverge and that is 
why a concave lens is also known as a diverging lens.

TYPES OF CONCAVE LENS

(a) DOUBLE CONCAVE LENS:
A double concave lens is concave from both surfaces.

(b) PLANO CONCAVE LENS:
A plano concave lens is plane from one side and concave from other side.

(c) CONVEXO-CONCAVE LENS:
A convexo-concave lens is convex from one side whereas its other side is concave.
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SOME IMPORTANT TERMS

1) OPTICAL CENTRE:
The geometrical centre of the lens is called optical centre. A ray of light passes through 

the optical centre of a lens without being refracted.

optical centre

2) CENTRE OF CURVATURE: (C)
The centre of the sphere of which lens is a part is called centre of curvature.

centre of 
curvatureC

3) RADIUS OF CURVATURE:
The distance between optical centre of the lens and centre of curvature is called radius 

of curvature.
OR

The radius of the sphere of which lens is a part is called radius of curvature.

C

R

4) PRINCIPAL AXIS:
The line passing through the optical centre and centre of curvature is called principal 

axis.

C

Principal axis

5) APERTURE:
Diameter of the sphere of which lens is a part is called its aperture.

6) PRINCIPAL FOCUS: (CONVEX LENS)
When parallel beam of light passes through a convex lens the after refraction the rays 

of light converge on a point at principal axis. This point of convergence is called “Principal 
Focus” of convex lens.

(F)

Principal
Focus
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7) PRINCIPAL FOCUS: (CONCAVE LENS)
When parallel rays of light pass through a concave lens then after refraction they appear 

to diverge from a single point on the principal axis. This point is called “Principal Focus” of 
concave lens.

(F) Principal focus

8) FOCAL LENGTH: (f)
The distance between the pole and principal focus of a lens is called its focal length.

F

f

2f = R

PATH OF REFRACTED RAYS

1) When incident ray is parallel to the principal axis:
If the incident ray is parallel to the principal axis then the refracted ray passes through 

the principal focus after through the lens.

F

2) When incident ray passes through the optical centre:
An incident ray passing through the optical centre of the lens suffers no change in 

direction.

3) When incident ray passes through the focus:
An incident ray passing through the principal focus becomes parallel to the principal 

axis after refraction.
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IMAGE FORMATION BY CONVEX LENS

1) When object is placed at infinity:

F

Then the image formed is
 Real
 Inverted
 Diminished
 And at principal focud

2) When object is placed behind the centre of curvature:

F2F F 2F

Then the image formed is
 Real
 Inverted
 Smaller in size
 Image forms between focus (F) and centre of curvature (2F)

3) If object is placed at centre of curvature:

F2F F

2F

Then the image formed is
 Real
 Inverted
 same in size
 at the centre of curvature (2F)

4) When object is placed between principal focus (F) and centre of curvature (2F):
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F2F F 2F

Then the image formed is
 Real
 Inverted
 Magnified
 Behind the centre of curvature

5) If object is placed at principal focus (F):

F2F F 2F

Then the image formed is
 Real
 Inverted
 Highly magnified
 At an infinite distance

6) When object is placed between principal focus and optical centre:

F2F F

Then the image formed is
 Virtual
 Erect
 Magnified
 On the same size of the object

IMAGE FORMED BY CONCAVE LENS:
Image formed by a concave lens is always virtual, smaller than object and erect for all 

positions of object and it is always located between principal focus and the optical centre.

2F F

THIN LENS FORMULA:
Thin lens formula is such a formula which relates object distance ‘p’, image distance ‘q’ and 

focal length ‘f’.
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2F F

f
qp

2FF

This formula is

1 = 1 + 1 .

  f      p      q

LINEAR MAGNIFICATION:
The linear or lateral magnification of a lens may be defined as the ratio the height of image (hi) 

to the height of object (ho).

i.e Magnification = Height of image (hi)
    Height of object (ho)

It may also be calculated as

Magnification = Image distance (q)
    Object distance (p)

i.e M = q = hi [

        p      ho

OPTIONS INSTRUMENTS:
All the optical instruments use the phenomenon of refraction using different lenses.
Some important optical instruments are discussed below:

SIMPLE MICROSCOPE: (MAGNIFYING GLASS)
A simple microscope consists of a biconvex lens of short focal length which produces an 

enlarged image of the object which is placed with in focal length of the lens and an enlarged, virtual 
and erect image is formed on the same side of object.

The Magnification of Simple Microscope may be determined by the following formula.

M = 1 + d [

    F

Where ‘d’ is the least distance of distinct vision and ‘f’ is focal length.

LEAST DISTANCE OF DISTINCT VISION:
Distance from a nearest point to the eye from where a small object can be seen clearly is called 

least distance of distinct vision.

COMPOUND MICROSCOPE

Microscope is an optical instrument used to see magnified image of very small object.
A compound microscope consists of the following parts.

1) Objective
2) Eye-piece
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1) OBJECTIVE:
It is a convex lens of shorter focal length and is placed near the object.

2) EYE-PIECE:
It is a convex lens of larger focal length and it is placed near the eye.

A

B

fo fe

F

Eye-piece
Objective

A'

B'
F

PRINCIPLE:
When we use a comb of two convex lenses in a microscope then, if an object is placed between 

F and 2F of a convex lens, a real magnified and inverted image of the object is formed.
When an object is placed with in the focal length of a convex lens, a magnified erect and 

virtual image of the object is seen through the lens.

WORKING:
(a) Consider an object ‘AB’ placed just outside the focal length of objective.
(b) The objective forms an enlarged, real, inverted image A’B’ with in the focal length of 

eyepiece.
(c) The image A’B’ now acts as object for eyepiece placed with in its focal length and therefore it 

virtual, erect and highly magnified image forms on the same side.

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE:
An astronomical telescope is used to see objects at large distances.

It consists of two convex lenses.
1) Objective
2) Eye-piece

1) OBJECTIVE:
It is a convex lens of larger focal length and is placed towards the object.

2) EYE-PIECE:
It is a convex lens of smaller focal length and placed near the eye.

Fe Fo

Eye-piece

Objective

WORKING:
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(a) Heavenly bodies very far from the objective of telescope produce parallel rays of light that 
after passing through the objective form an image with in the focal length of eye-piece, which 
then magnifies it.

(b) Now the eye-piece is so adjusted that the first image is formed at the junction of F1 & F2 and 
hence the rays coming from the first to the eye-piece become parallel and final image forms at 
infinity.

POWER OF LENS:
The power of a lens is defined as the reciprocal of its focal length. Its unit is dioptre when focal 

length is taken in metres.

i.e P(dioptre) =   1  [[

  f(metre)

CAMERA:
A camera is a light proof container blackened inside to absorb light.
Optically it consists of combination of lenses and a photographic film and a shutter which 

control amount of light.
Controlled amount of light enter into the camera through shutter after passing through the 

combination of lenses produces a real and inverted image of object on photographic plate.

Convex lens

Object Photographic
film

Image

HUMAN EYE:
Optically the function of human eye and camera is much same in manner.

A human eye consists of the following parts.
1) Three layers
2) One Lens
3) Two Chambers

LAYER OF THE EYE:
There are three following layers of the eye ball.

Sclerotic is the outermost layer of the eye. Its front portion is slightly convex and transparent called 
‘cornea’.

Choroid is the middle layer of the eye ball. Its front coloured portion called iris which contains a 
central aperture called pupil which controls the amount of light.

Retina is the inner most nervous layer of eye.

LENS OF EYE:
Behind the iris is a convex lens made of hard transparent gelatinous matter. Ciliary muscles 

hold the lens.
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CHAMBERS:
The eyeball consists of two chambers.

Aqueous Chamber is present in front of the lens and filled with the aqueous humour.

Vitreous Humour is behind the lens and filled with the vitreous humour.

DEFECTS OF VISION

1) SHORT SIGHTEDNESS: (MYOPIA)
“Short sightedness or Myopia is a disease in which a person can not see distant objects 

but he can see near objects.”
It occurs when the eyeball becomes too converging or eyeball becomes too long. 

Because of this the image of distant object is formed in front of retina instead of on the retina 
and therefore can not be seen clearly.

CORRECTION:
Short sightedness can be corrected by using a concave lens of suitable focal length in 

front of eye.

2) LONG SIGHTEDNESS: (HYPERMETROPIA)
Long sightedness or Hypermetropia is a disease in which a person can not see near 

objects clearly but can see the distant objects clearly.
This disease occurs when eyeball becomes less converging or eye ball becomes too 

small. Due to this reason the image of near object forms behind the retina and can not be seen 
clearly.

CORRECTION:
Long sightedness of the eye can be corrected by using a convex lens of suitable focal 

length.

3) ASTIGMATISM:
It is a disease of eye in which the cornea of eye becomes non-spherical and due to 

which the objects are not seen clearly. This defects can not be corrected by using symmetrical 
lenses of different radii with spherical surface.

4) LACK OF ACCOMMODATION: (PRESBYOPIA)
At old age the eye lens loses its elasticity and ability to change its shape and ciliary 

muscles weaken resulting in a lack of accommodation. This kind of sightedness is called 
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Presbyopia. This defect can be corrected by convex lens or for looking distant objects concave 
lens is used.
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CHAPTER # 19

NUCLEAR PHYSICS
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ATOM:
“The smallest particle of an element is called atom.”

ELECTRON:
It is a fundamental particle of atom having a negative charge of 1.6x10-19 coulombs. Its mass is 

9.11x10-31 kg and it revolves around the nucleus in certain paths called orbits.

PROTON:
Proton is a positive fundamental particle of atom have same charge as that of electron. It is 

almost 1835 times heavier than an electron having a mass equal to 1.67x10-27 kg. It is found in the 
nucleus.

NEUTRON:
Neutron is that fundamental particle of atom which carries no charge. It is almost 1842 times 

heavier than an electron having a mass equal to 1.67x10-27 kg. It is also found in the nucleus.

ATOMIC NUMBER:
The number of protons present in an atom are called its atomic number. It is represented by Z.

ATOMIC MASS NMBER:
The sum of number of protons and neutrons present in an atom is called its atomic mass 

number represented by A.

i.e A = (N + Z)

Where
N = no. of neutrons

Symbolic Representation of an Element:

Symbolically an element is represented as:

A

Z

Atomic Mass no.

Symbol of element

Atomic Number

Example: 11Na23

NATURAL RADIOACTIVITY:
It is the phenomenon of emission of radiations from an unstable nucleus to disintegrate into a 

stable nucleus.

TYPES OF RADIATION

When radiations emitted from a radioactive element are passed through an electric field, then 
they divide into three distinct lines. Some rays deviated towards negative pole and named as Alpha (α) 
rays. Some of them turned towards positive pole and were named as Beta (β) rays. Rays that do not 
deflect towards either pole are called Gamma (γ) rays.
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PROPERTIES OF ALPHA (α) RAYS:

(a) Since α-ray deviate towards negative pole, it means ray have positive charge.
(b) Their speed is almost from 1.4x107 m/s to 1.7x107 m/s.
(c) The ionization power of alpha (α) particles is very high.
(d) Their penetrating power is very low as they can move in air from 2.7 cm to 8.2 cm.
(e) They affect photographic plate.
(f) They produce fluorescence on fluorescent screen like Zinc sulphide.
(g) They produce heating effect.

PROPERTIES OF BETA (β) RAYS:

(a) β-rays should have negative charge as they deflect towards positive pole.
(b) The speed of β-rays is almost from 9x107 m/s to 27x107 m/s.
(c) Their ionization power of β-rays is almost 100 times less than that of α-rays.
(d) They have a comparatively larger penetrating power and can penetrate into iron upto 3 cm.
(e) They also affect photographic plate.
(f) They produce fluorescence in solution like bariumplatino-cyanides.
(g) They also produce heating effect.

PROPERTIES OF GAMMA (γ) RAYS:

(a) Γ-rays are neutral in nature since they do not deflect towards either pole.
(b) The speed of γ-rays is equal to speed of light i.e. 3x108 m/s.
(c) The ionization capability of γ-rays is almost 10000 times less than that of α-rays.
(d) They are highly penetrating and can penetrate upto 30 cm into iron.
(e) They also affect photographic plate.
(f) They also produce fluorescence in solutions like Barium platinocynide.
(g) They also produce heating effect.

HALF LIFE OF AN ELEMENT:
“Half life is defined as the time duration required for half of the parent atoms of a radioactive 

element to decay into daughter atoms.”

ISOTOPES:
“Isotope are the atoms of same element having same number of protons and electrons but 

different number of neutrons. i.e same atomic number but different atomic mass.”

Example:
Isotopes of Hydrogen

1P 1P
1n

1P
2n

e

1H1 (Protium)

e

1H2 (Deuterium)

e

1H3 (Tritium)

RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES:
Isotopes, that are radioactive in nature i.e. that emits radiations are called radioactive isotopes.

Example:
Iodine (31), Carbon (14), Sodium (240), etc.
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EINSTEIN MASS-ENERGY:
In 1905, Einstein presented the concept of interconversion of mass and energy according to the 

following equation.

E = mc2

Where
E = Amount of energy
m = mass
c = Speed of light

NUCLEAR FISSION:
Nuclear Fission is a process in which a heavy nucleus breaks down into two or more than two 

fragments along with a release of energy.

Explanation:
In 1938 Otto Hahn & Frity strassman found that when the Uranium nucleus is bombarded with 

slow neutrons, it breaks into two or more fragments with the emission of an enormous amount of 
energy.

Equation: 92U
235 + 0n

1 56Ba144 + 36 Kr90 + 30n
1 + Energy

CHAIN REACTION:
”During the process of fission one atom of uranium, three neutrons are placed that contained 

the process and produce further nine electrons that further continue the process and so on. This ever-
increasing process is called Chain reaction.”

NUCLEAR REACTOR:
A Nuclear reactor is a system designed for the utilization of energy produced in the process of 

Fission in a safe and controlled way.

CONSTRUCTION:
A Nuclear reactor consists of the following parts or components.

(a) Concrete Shield:
Concrete shield is provided around the reactor for safety purpose.

(b) Nuclear Fuel:
Uranium is normally used as nuclear fuel.

(c) Moderator:
Heavy water or calcium is used as moderator.
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(d) Control Rods:
Rods of Boron are used and called control rods.

(e) Coolant:
It is normally water or CO2.

(f) Graphite Core:
This is used to hold Nuclear fuel in the reaction.

Control Rods

Nuclear Fuel

coolant

Graphite core Concrete shield

WORKING:
(a) With the help of slow neutrons, the process of fission begins.
(b) Initially the neutrons produced in chain reaction are very fast moving so to slow them down a 

moderator is used.
(c) If the fission process produces a large number of neutrons then chain reaction may be out of 

control.
(d) To prevent it Boron rods are used that absorb extra neutrons and control chain reaction.
(e) Finally the heat produced is absorbed by a coolant which is normally CO2 or Heavy water and 

this hot CO2 or steam may be utilized for many purpose like generation of electricity.

NUCLEAR FUSION:
In Nuclear fusion we bring to light nuclei to form a heavier nucleus this process occurs along 

with a huge amount of energy.

1H
2 + 1H

3 2He4 + 0n
1 + Energy

The energy released in fusion is much more than that of in fission but this purpose a 
temperature of more than 1000000oC is required and therefore fusion can not be utilized for 
constructive purpose as we are not able to maintain this temperature for a long time.

ENERGY OF THE SUN:
It is believed that the huge amount of energy released by sun is due to the process of fusion on 

Sun. Because the sun contains a huge amount of isotopes of hydrogen and a temperature of about
1500000oC. Scientists think that the sun may produce energy for further 5 billion years more.

THE ATOMIC BOMB:
An atomic bomb is very destructive and can destroy a small city. Its function is based on 

fission chain reaction. A critical mass of uranium is subdivided in two ends of a hollow tube. If these 
masses are brought together by an explosion, then the chain reaction begins and becomes uncontrolled. 
Its produces an enormous amount of energy which is very dangerous.

THE HYDROGEN BOMB:
A hydrogen bomb is far greater dangerous than atomic bomb. It works on the principle of 

fusion and to attain a high enough temperature first an atomic explosion occurs so that the hydrogen 
bomb may explode. The explosion is equal to 1 million tons of TNT:
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USES OF RADIO ISOTOPES:

(a) Radio Isotopes are used for the diagnosis of diseases.
(b) They are used to treat different diseases.
(c) They are used for water treatment.
(d) They are used to disinfect instruments.
(e) They are used to increase the quality of crops.
(f) They are used to increase the resistance of crops against diseases.
(g) They are used to preserve food.
(h) They are used to check the strength of Machine tools.
(i) They are used for accurate thickness of products produced by different machines.


